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roperties of Cu3SbSe3 with
intrinsically ultralow lattice thermal conductivity†
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and Ajay Dhar*

We report the synthesis, characterization and evaluation of the thermoelectric properties of Cu3SbSe3 with

a view to explore its utility as an useful thermoelectric material due to its intrinsically low thermal

conductivity. Cu3SbSe3 was synthesized employing a solid state reaction process followed by spark

plasma sintering, and the synthesized material was extensively characterized for its phase, composition

and structure, which suggested formation of a single-phase. The measured electrical transport

properties of Cu3SbSe3 indicated p-type conduction in this material. The electrical transport behavior

agrees well with that predicted theoretically using first-principle density-functional theory calculations,

employing generalized gradient approximation. The measured thermal conductivity was found to be

0.26 W m�1 K�1 at 550 K, which is the lowest reported thus far for Cu3SbSe3 and is among the lowest for

state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials. Despite its ultralow thermal conductivity coupled with a

moderate Seebeck coefficient, the calculated value of its thermoelectric figure-of-merit was found to be

exceptionally low (<0.1), which was primarily attributed to its low electrical conductivity. Nevertheless, it

is argued that Cu3SbSe3, due its environmentally-friendly constituent elements, ultralow thermal

conductivity and moderate thermopower, could be a potentially useful thermoelectric material as the

power factor can be favorably tailored by tuning the carrier concentration using suitable metallic dopants.
1. Introduction

Thermoelectric devices can play an important role in the
generation of green energy, and hence, this technology is
rapidly emerging as an alternative to other existing renewable
sources of energy.1–3 The efficiency of a thermoelectric device is
mainly determined by the material's dimensionless gure-of-
merit, ZT ¼ (a2s/k)T, where a, s, T and k are the Seebeck coeffi-
cient, electrical conductivity, absolute temperature and total
thermal conductivity, respectively. Further k consists of contri-
butions both from electronic (ke) and lattice (kL) parts (k¼ kL + ke).
Clearly ZT can be enhanced either by increasing the power
factor (a2s) or decreasing k, although concurrently altering both
of these parameters favorably would be the ideal situation. It
has been experimentally established that in order to enhance
ZT, reducing k has been found to be a more experimentally
plausible strategy and has been successfully demonstrated for
several thermoelectric materials. Different reported proof-of-
principle studies in this direction include synthesis of parent
nano-crystalline materials,4 in situ formation of nanoscale dots,5

precipitation of nano-phases,6 and articially introduction of
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nano-particles.7 As is clearly evident, most of these techniques
involve some kind of nanostructuring-based approach, which,
broadly speaking, can reduce kL by enhanced scattering of heat-
carrying phonons8–11 by the high density of nano-scale features
of nearly comparable dimensions, apart from introducing some
other favorable effects. However, if the resulting size of the
nano-features, which generally arise as a result of nano-
structuring, including grain boundaries, defects, and residual
porosity, is very low (�10 nm), then these can also scatter
electrons, thereby decreasing the electrical conductivity and
nullifying the favorable effect of nanostructuring in enhancing
ZT. In view of this, an alternative strategy is to develop ther-
moelectric materials with intrinsically low thermal conductivity,
such as AgSbTe2 (k � 0.39 W m�1 K�1, ZT � 1.6 at 673 K),12

Ag9TlTe5 (k � 0.22 W m�1 K�1, ZT � 1.2 at 700 K),13 AgCrSe2
(k � 0.20 W m�1 K�1, ZT � 1.0 at 800 K)14 and Ag0.95GaTe2
(k � 0.20 W m�1 K�1, ZT � 0.7 at 850 K).15 The low thermal
conductivity in these materials is primarily due to strong lattice
anharmonicity caused by the presence of non-bonded valence
electrons in the sp-hybridized bonding orbitals.16,17 Recently,
the ultralow thermal conductivity reported for thermoelectric
SnSe (k � 0.23 W m�1 K�1, ZT � 2.6 at 973 K) has also been
attributed to anharmonic and anisotropic bonding.18 However,
similar behavior is also observed in Cu–Sb–Se based ternary
compounds, particularly Cu3SbSe3, which exhibits a very low
thermal conductivity that is less than that of most of other
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 15829–15835 | 15829
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chalcogenide-based thermoelectric compounds.19 In Cu3SbSe3
compound, Sb is in +3 valence state, leaving two un-bonded 5s
valence shell electrons (lone pairs). These electrons, due to their
large polarizability, can give rise to strong anharmonicity
(leading to strong phonon–phonon scattering) in Cu3SbSe3
resulting in their intrinsically low thermal conductivity.20 Thus,
the intrinsically low thermal conductivity in Cu3SbSe3, con-
sisting of cost-effective elements, could be exploited for
designing Cu3SbSe3 based efficient thermoelectric devices.

Surprisingly, despite its intrinsically low reported17 k and
theoretically predicted ZT � 0.7,21 there are no reports in the
literature on its electrical transport and thermoelectric proper-
ties, although its electronic structure22,23 and k17,24 have been
investigated by several research groups. This seems to stem from
the fact that it is difficult to synthesize single-phase Cu3SbSe3,
and this synthesis has only been attempted by a few
researchers.17,25,26 However, several reports exist on the success-
ful synthesis of its counterpart thermoelectric Cu3SbSe4.27,28

Do et al.22 studied the underlying principles of band gap
formation in both Cu3SbSe4 and Cu3SbSe3 and theoretically
predicted the latter to be a better n-type thermoelectric material.
Sevik and Çağin21 calculated the thermoelectric properties of
Cu3SbSe3 using density-functional theory (DFT) and Boltzmann
transport theories and predicted a ZT of �0.7 at 600 K for a
p-type material. Similar theoretical calculations performed by
Zhang et al.23 suggest a positive value of the Grüneisen param-
eter, indicating a strong anharmonicity, and these authors
found good agreement between their theoretically calculated k

and experimentally measured values reported previously.
Skoug et al.17 reported the synthesis of Cu3SbSe3 employing

directional fusion technique, but its single-phase formation was
not substantiated by the authors, neither by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) nor any other characterization data. However, these
authors observed a low thermal conductivity due to strong
anharmonic phonon interactions and complex crystal structure,
for which it was thought to be a good thermoelectric material.
Later, Kirkham et al.25 also reported the synthesis of Cu3SbSe3
employing a vacuum melting technique but observed the
presence of CuSbSe2 and Cu2Se phases in addition to the
desired phase,25 although they could nally obtain a single-
phase material aer subsequent heat-treatment for more than
72 hours. Recently, Liu et al.26 also reported the colloidal
synthesis of Cu3SbSe3 nano-crystals using a hot injection
method, which is a multi-step chemical process. However, these
authors have not reported the thermoelectric transport prop-
erties of these nanocrystals. Thus, it is apparent that although
some efforts have been made towards synthesizing Cu3SbSe3,
there are no reported experimental studies on their electrical
transport or thermoelectric properties. In absence of these data,
it is difficult to ascertain the previously reported utility of
Cu3SbSe3 as a good thermoelectric material.17

In this paper, we present a comprehensive study on the
synthesis, characterization and evaluation of the thermoelectric
properties of Cu3SbSe3 synthesized using a solid-state reaction
under vacuum followed by spark plasma sintering (SPS). The
synthesized material was characterized for its phase, structure
and composition employing XRD, eld emission scanning
15830 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 15829–15835
electron microscopy (FESEM), high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM), energy dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDXS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The detailed charac-
terization results clearly conrm the formation of Cu3SbSe3 in a
single-phase, and the structure is in agreement with the previ-
ously reported results.29 The electrical transport measurement
results indicate that the as-synthesized Cu3SbSe3 shows a p-type
behavior in the measured temperature range of 300–550 K.
Electronic band structure of Cu3SbSe3 has been evaluated using
rst-principle DFT calculations, and the electrical transport
properties were theoretically calculated using Boltzmann
transport theory. These theoretical predicted values of a and s

were found to be in reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental results. Themeasured k was found to be 0.26 Wm�1 K�1

(550 K), which is the lowest value reported for this material.
However, despite an ultralow k and moderate value of a, the
calculated ZT was abysmally low (<0.1) even at the highest
temperature of measurement, which is contrary to the previ-
ously reported proposition.21 Nevertheless, it is suggested that
this material could possibly be a good potential thermoelectric
material owing to its ultralow k coupled with a reasonable value
of a, as the power factor can be tailored favorably by tuning the
carrier concentration using suitable metallic doping.30,31

2. Experimental details

High-purity Cu, Sb and Se powders were weighed in proper
stoichiometric ratio and ground thoroughly in a glove-box
under a high-purity argon atmosphere. The powders were
subsequently pelletized and vacuum-sealed (10�4 Torr) in a
quartz tube. The sealed quartz ampoule was placed in a box
furnace and heat-treated at 320 �C for 96 h, and then the
furnace was cooled to room temperature. This ingot was
pulverized, and the resulting powder was consolidated and
sintered under vacuum (�4 Pa) using SPS (SPS Syntex, 725) at a
pressure of 60 MPa at 300 �C for 5 minutes (soaking time) at a
heating rate of 300 �C min�1 using a cylindrical graphite die
with a 12.7 mm central opening diameter to obtain cylindrical
disks. Phase purity and its identication were carried out using
XRD (Rigaku, Miniex-II) with a CuKa source with Ni lter. The
XRD patterns were collected with a step size of 0.02� and scan
rate of 2� per minute. HRTEM experiments were performed
employing using a Tecnai G2 F30 STWIN operated at the elec-
tron accelerating voltage of 300 kV using electron source as eld
emission electron gun. Specimens for electron microscopy were
prepared by employing mechanical polishing followed by
subsequent ion milling. Mechanical polishing was nally
carried out by thinning of a 3 mm diameter disc of specimen of
about 50 to 100 mm down to a thickness of about 20 to 30 mm by
utilizing a dimple grinder (model: 515 CE, South Bay Tech-
nology). Subsequently, ion beam milling was carried out by
using an ion milling system (model: Baltec RES 101) at 7 kV and
low angle milling to attain specimens that are electron beam
transparent. During ion milling, Ar+ ions were used for gentle
thinning of the specimen without any damage for a few
minutes. The density of the sample was measured using the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 1 XRD pattern of Cu3SbSe3 sample with Rietveld refinement. The
red and black lines represent the observed and fitted data, respectively.
The blue line represents the difference between the observed and
fitted data.

Fig. 2 HRTEM images of Cu3SbSe3, showing (a) a bright field electron
micrograph of a uniform densely packed microstructure. Inset A
shows an atomic scale image of white-dotted encircled region. (b)
Selected area electron diffraction pattern of region C of (a).
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conventional Archimedes principle and was found to be 99% of
its theoretical value. Thermal diffusivity measurements (Lin-
seis, LFA 1000) were conducted on 12.7 mm diameter discs, and
rectangular bars 10 � 3 � 3 mm were used for electrical
transport measurements (Ulvac, ZEM 3) in the temperature
range from room temperature to 600 K. Specic heat
measurements were performed using a differential scanning
calorimeter (Netzsch, DSC 404 F3). The accuracies in transport
measurement were: �6% for thermal diffusivity, �10% for
electrical conductivity, �7% for the Seebeck coefficient, �8%
for specic heat and �0.5% for density.

3. Computational details

The theoretical studies on Cu3SbSe3 are based on local density
approximation (LDA) in DFT calculations. However, it has been
reported earlier32 that a signicant improvement in the band
structure is observed employing generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA) as compared to using LDA. We have employed the
all-electron-full potential linearized augmented plane wave
(FP-LAPW) method to calculate the electronic band structure,
density of states and transport properties of Cu3SbSe3. The
FP-LAPW method is based on DFT and is implemented in the
WIEN2K code.33 We treat 3d104s1, 5s25p3, and 2s22p4 as valence
electrons in Cu, Sb, and Se atoms, respectively. The Cu3SbSe3
crystal structure used to carry out DFT calculations is ortho-
rhombic (Pnma).34 The structure is mainly composed by two
types of framework, Cu–Se and Sb–Se, with the former providing
the conduction path while the latter leads to distortion in the
crystal symmetry. This complexity in crystal structure of
Cu3SbSe3 would suggest a lower thermal conductivity.35–37 The
lattice constants and the atomic positions are taken from a ref.
34. Keeping the lattice constants xed at the experimental
values, we have optimized the atomic positions so that the force
on each atom is 1 mRy per au. The optimization was done with
36 k-points in the Irreducible Brillouin Zone (IBZ), and self
consistent DFT calculations were performed on the optimized
structure of Cu3SbSe3 with a self-consistent eld tolerance of
10�4 Ry. The electronic exchange–correlation energy was
treated by the GGA of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE).38 The
self-consistency was obtained using 100 k-points in the IBZ.
The total and the angular momentum decomposition of the
atoms projected electronic density of states (DOS) were calcu-
lated using a mesh of 432 k-points. The transport properties
were calculated employing the BoltzTraP code39 using 6900
k-points in IBZ.

4. Results and discussion

The crystal structure of Cu3SbSe3 at room temperature was
determined by conducting Rietveld renement of the X-ray data
using the FullProf program. Fig. 1 shows the XRD pattern of a
Cu3SbSe3 sample at room temperature, along with its Rietveld
renement, which suggests that the sample is single-phase
crystallized in an orthorhombic structure with Pnma (62) space
group and lattice constant a ¼ 7.96 Å, b ¼ 10.64 Å, and c ¼ 6.81
Å, which is in complete agreement with that reported earlier by
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Ptzner.29 The sharp peaks in the XRD pattern indicate high
crystallinity in the synthesized sample, and the absence of any
additional peaks suggests the phase purity of the synthesized
Cu3SbSe3 sample. It may be noted that in the present study
Cu3SbSe3 was synthesized at much lower temperatures using a
solid-state reaction (320 �C) in vacuum followed by reaction
sintering employing SPS (360 �C), in contrast to the only existing
report in the literature by Skoug et al.17 who employed a melting
route (850 �C) followed by 72 hours of annealing.

A detailed microstructural characterization of Cu3SbSe3
samples employing HRTEM elucidated several interesting
features in real and reciprocal space. A uniform microstructure
is observed throughout the sample at low magnication
(Fig. 2(a)). A grey-level contrast in the microstructure evolved
due to grain boundaries as well as the difference in thickness
between adjacent grains. However, these grains with a densely-
packed microstructure were discerned throughout the material.

Inset A in Fig. 2(a) exhibits an atomic scale image of the
encircled white-dotted region, which reveals the stacking of two
set of planes arranged perpendicular to each set. The inter-
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 15829–15835 | 15831
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planar spacings of these 200 and 040 planes are 0.39 and
0.27 nm, respectively, which corresponds to the Cu3SbSe3
orthorhombic crystal structure with lattice constants of
a ¼ 0.79, b ¼ 1.06 and c ¼ 0.68 nm and space group Pnma (62).
The reciprocal space interpretation of the microstructure was
performed by recording the selected area electron diffraction
pattern (SAED) shown in Fig. 2(b), which clearly demonstrates
this material to be of a single phase with good crystallinity.
Moreover, a proper indexing exhibits that the diffraction
pattern was oriented along the [001] zone axis of the ortho-
rhombic crystal structure of Cu3SbSe3. A set of important
planes, hkl: 040 and 200, are marked as diffraction spots 1 and
2, respectively, on the SAED (Fig. 2(b)).

An illustrative high resolution TEM micrograph, recorded at
an atomic scale, displays a set of grains (marked as A to D in the
inset of Fig. 3) with interfacing boundaries. This gure suggests
that individual grains are randomly oriented with inter-planer
spacings of 0.39, 0.33, 0.27, and 0.39 nm, corresponding to hkl
values 200, 211, 040, and 200, for the grainsmarked from A to D,
respectively (Fig. 3). However, at the grain boundaries, the
structure appears to be either amorphous or crystallographi-
cally disturbed to some extent. For instance, on the interface
between grains A and B, a clear amorphous phase is marked by
a set of arrows. The amorphous region between the grains B to C
is distinct with an average thickness of about 1.5 nm (marked
with white dotted line). Boundaries between grains C and D and
also between D and A are clearly marked by sets of arrows, due
to mis-orientation of atomic planes among these respective
grains (Fig. 3). The formation of amorphous grain boundaries of
�1–2 nm thickness are known to occur in several pristine
compounds.40,41 Fig. 3 further suggests that in some cases, the
Fig. 3 HRTEM micrograph of Cu3SbSe3 showing different grains (A to
D) with well defined crystallographic planes at an atomic scale. Inset:
microstructure at low magnification, showing different grains.

15832 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 15829–15835
atomic scale imperfections are visible at some localized regions
within an individual grain, which are clearly evident in grain A
(encircled by white dotted lines). Similarly, in grain C, some
lattice scale modulations are also apparent with a periodic
spacing of about 1.2 nm.

The FESEM image of Cu3SbSe3 shown in Fig. 4 reveals a
uniform, ne grained microstructure free from any visible
residual porosity. The maximum densication post-sintering,
achieved at a sintering temperature of 360 �C under a pressure
of 60 MPa employing SPS, resulted in a densication of �99%.
This near-theoretical density is mainly due to the simultaneous
application of pressure and a rapidly pulsated high DC current
to the sample during SPS.4,42,43

The temperature dependences of the electrical and thermal
transport parameters of Cu3SbSe3 are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
shows the experimental temperature dependence of a for
Cu3SbSe3 along with the theoretically predicted curves for
different carrier concentrations. The positive value of the
measured a indicates that the Cu3SbSe3 samples are p-type in
nature. As is evident from Fig. 5(a), a increases nearly-linearly
with temperature and attains a value of 190 mV K�1 at 550 K.
Fig. 5(b), which shows the variation of s with temperature, also
exhibits a nearly-linear dependence on temperature and shows
a value of 1400 S m�1 at 550 K, which is at least an order of
magnitude lower than those observed for other state-of-the-art
thermoelectric materials.3 The low magnitude of s may prob-
ably be due to its low carrier concentration, which was found to
be 9.2 � 1019 cm�3, when measured using a lab-made Hall
apparatus at 300 K. However, the s can be enhanced by incor-
porating suitable metallic dopants in Cu3SbSe3, which are
known to migrate to form network of grain boundaries of the
matrix microstructure.44 Despite a nearly-linear temperature
dependence of s and a, a change in slope is clearly evident at
�450 K (Fig. 5(a) and (b)), which is attributed to the order–
disorder transition in this material as reported earlier.25 This
transition is also clearly apparent with the temperature varia-
tion of specic heat, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(c).
Fig. 4 SEM micrograph showing surface topography of as-synthe-
sized Cu3SbSe3.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of transport properties of Cu3SbSe3.
The open circles represent the experimental points, and the colored
lines depict the theoretically predicted curves, for different carrier
concentrations. (a) Seebeck coefficient, (b) electrical conductivity, and
(c) total thermal conductivity. The inset shows the temperature
dependence of Cp.

Fig. 6 (a) DFT results for band structure. The Fermi level is indicated by
EF and (b) the partial density of states as a function of energy. The inset
shows a magnified view of this figure around the origin of the x-axis.
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Fig. 5(c) represents the temperature dependence of k and kL

of Cu3SbSe3. kL has been extracted by subtracting ke from
and ke, which was determined by using Wiedemann–Franz law
ke ¼ L0sT, where the Lorenz number L0 ¼ 2.4 � 10�8 W U K�2.
The temperature dependence of k, as shown in Fig. 6(c), was
found to be different than reported earlier by Kirkham et al.25

for the same material, although a transition in Cp (inset) is
clearly apparent at nearly the same temperature. Although the
temperature variation of Cp is similar in the two studies, this
discrepancy may be due to the difference in the temperature
dependence of their thermal diffusivity, owing to the vastly
different temperatures employed in their synthesis. The
measured value of k for our Cu3SbSe3 samples was found to be
0.60 Wm�1 K�1 at 300 K, which is lower than the 0.7–1.0 Wm�1

K�1 reported by earlier by Skoug et al.17 However, at 550 K this
value of k for our Cu3SbSe3 sample was found to be 0.26 W m�1

K�1, which is the lowest reported thus far for this material at
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
this temperature. This ultralow value of k in Cu3SbSe3 has
previously been attributed to a combination of its complex
crystal structure, very low Debye temperature and extreme
anharmonicity of the lattice vibrational spectrum that gives rise
to a large value Grüneisen parameter in this compound.23

Owing to its ultralow k, it was previously suggested that the
Cu3SbSe3 compound could potentially be a good thermoelectric
material.17,21 It is further evident from Fig. 5 that k is largely
dominated by the phononic contribution with negligible
contribution from the electronic part, as is generally the case
for thermoelectric materials with intrinsically low thermal
conductivity due to anharmonicity of the lattice phonons.17,23

The ZT, calculated using the measured a, s and k data for our
Cu3SbSe3 compound, exhibits a very low value ZT (<0.1) in the
entire measured temperature range, which is contrary to the
previously reported proposition.17,21 Nevertheless, this material
could be a good potential thermoelectric material due to its
ultralow k coupled with a moderate value of a, as the power
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 15829–15835 | 15833
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factor can be tailored favorably by tuning the carrier concen-
tration employing suitable metallic doping.30,31 There have been
several studies demonstrating how the transport phenomenon
can be tuned by optimization of carrier concentration for
further enhancement of ZT in existing high performance TE
materials.44–46 Kurosaki et al.45 observed an enhancement in ZT
of AgTlTe by tuning the carrier concentration via Cu doping.
They observed a signicant increase in the power factor in
AgTlTe without increasing the k by doping with 40% Cu, nally
leading to a drastic increase in ZT from 0.3 to 0.6. Similarly the s
in Mg2Si increases by several orders of magnitude uponmetallic
doping, resulting in an enormous increase in ZT by more than
an order of magnitude.31 The enhancement of the power factor
of AgGaTe2 through carrier concentration tuning has also been
recently theoretically predicted46 using density functional
theory and Boltzmann transport theory. Several other strategies
employed for the enhancement of the power factor leading to
enhancement of ZT in PbTe-based systems have been summa-
rized by Rawat et al.44,47

5. Computational results

Our GGA calculations show that Cu3SbSe3 is a semiconductor
with an indirect band gap of 0.47 eV. The total and the angular
momentum of the decomposition of the atoms' projected
electronic density of states (DOS) were calculated using a mesh
of 432 k-points. The transport properties were calculated with
the BoltzTraP code36 using 6900 k-points in IBZ.

The band structure is shown in Fig. 6(a). This compound
shows an indirect energy gap of 0.47 eV located between G and
U. Fig. 6(b) shows the partial density of states of Cu1-d, Se2-p,
Sb-s and Sb-d. We nd that the peak around �9 eV arises from
the s-states of Sb. The inset of the gure shows the density of
states on a smaller scale for more clarity. The top of the valence
band has major contributions from Cu1-d, Se2-p and Sb-d,
while the bottom of the conduction band arises from Sb-d
states. We nd a signicant hybridization between Cu1-d, Se2-p
and Sb-s from�3.0 eV to the top of the valance bands and Se2-p
and Sb-s from �7.0 to �3.0 eV. The conduction bands are
mainly of Sb-d character. Earlier theoretical calculations by
Sevic and Çağin,21 performed using LDA, agree with our nd-
ings, revealing an indirect band gap of 0.24 eV. Do et al.22 also
reported that Cu3SbSe3 is narrow indirect band gap semi-
conductor. The density of states curve shows a large slope at the
band edges indicative of large a, which is reected in our
experimental ndings (Fig. 5(a)).

To substantiate the above measurements of the transport
properties, we also performed calculations of the transport
properties using GGA and then compared them with experi-
mental values. Fig. 5(a) shows the temperature dependence plots
for both the measured and theoretically calculated a for
different doping concentrations on the order of 1019 cm�3. The
open circles indicate the experimental values, while different
lines show values of s at different doping levels. We have plotted
four different concentrations of a and s calculations against
temperature to determine which matches better. While per-
forming calculations using BoltzTrap code, we assumed a
15834 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 15829–15835
temperature independent relaxation time and took the value of s
to be 10�14 s.48 The graph shows that a increases with temper-
ature for all of the samples over the entire temperature range for
both the theoretical and experimental cases. The results show
that the magnitude of a for experimental data points, which has
a highest value of 189 mV K�1 at 550 K, is in reasonable agree-
ment with the calculated data plotted for different doping
concentrations over the entire temperature range.

Fig. 5(b), which displays both the experimentally measured
and theoretically predicted temperature dependence of s, shows
a pronounced decrease in s with increasing temperature. The
decrease in experimental s could be attributed to the tempera-
ture dependence of s, while for theoretically calculated value of s
is taken as a constant, which could explain the visible difference
between the experimental and theoretical behavior of s.
6. Conclusions

We present the rst complete study on the synthesis, charac-
terization and thermoelectric property evaluation of Cu3SbSe3.
The material was synthesized employing a solid state reaction
followed by spark plasma sintering, and its phase structure and
composition were characterized using XRD, HRTEM, EDXS,
SEM, XPS and DSC, which conrmed the formation of Cu3SbSe3
in a single-phase. The electrical transport measurements
suggest that Cu3SbSe3 exhibits a p-type behavior with moderate
Seebeck coefficient values (190 mV K�1 at 550 K). The electrical
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, evaluated theoretically
using rst-principle DFT calculations, show reasonable agree-
ment with the experimentally determined values. The measured
thermal conductivity is observed to be 0.26Wm�1 K�1 (at 550 K)
and is the lowest reported for this material thus far, with the
main contribution coming from the lattice part. Despite a very
low value of measured thermal conductivity, the calculated ZT is
found to be abysmally low (<0.1), which is due its low electrical
conductivity. Nevertheless, due to the environmentally friendly
constituent elements coupled with its ultralow thermal
conductivity, Cu3SbSe3 could be a potential thermoelectric
material, as its power factor can be enhanced by tuning the
carrier concentration by employing suitable metallic dopants.
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